GOLD AWARD WORKSHEET
GO GOLD ONLINE
QUESTIONS
My Gold Award aims to
address this issue:

MY ISSUE IS:

The reasons I selected
my issue are:

Tell us the story of how you decided on this project? It will need to be
something you care about since you will be spending 80 hours on this!
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The root cause of my
issue is:

What is the root cause of this issue? ex. People are hungry.
Why? Is it lack of money for food, lack of transportation, etc.

I will address the root
cause by:

Address how your solution is different from other solutions you have
researched? Research how other communities have tackled similar issues
or problems.

The Target audience(s) for my
Gold Award project is/are:

Who do you want to impact with your project? Target audience needs to involve
local/nearby communities or state to meet minimum standards.
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The skills, knowledge, and/or
attitudes my target audience
will gain are:

It is important to know what you want people to gain from your work so you can
also focus on how to measure if your project was able to help your audience
attain the skills, knowledge, or attitudes.

I will know that my audience
has gained the desired skills/
knowledge because:

Gold Award Standard is 1-2 ways of showing that your project helped your
target audience. How can you collect data throughout your project and use
it to show that your actions have had an impact?

My Gold Award’s national
and/or global link is:

I have explored different points of view about the need. I now have a
well-rounded understanding of this needin my community, and in the
US or worldwide.

My Gold Award project’s
SMART goals are:

SMART goals are specific, measurable, attainable, realistic, and timely.

My Gold Award Will be
sustained beyond my
invovlement by:

Sustainability is well thought out and shows who or what will be
continuing the project after you are done. Creating a lasting
change! If you move away, who will sustain your project?

